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Warlords 4 on windows 10
Posted by Archivist - 23 Jun 2016 03:11

_____________________________________

Just tried to install Warlords 4 on Windows 10. It gets to a message about installing fonts and freezes.
No compatibility setting seems to help- any ideas?
============================================================================

Re: Warlords 4 on windows 10
Posted by KGB - 20 Jul 2017 23:48

_____________________________________

Trylaan,

OK that means the game never actually started or else it started and exited almost immediately.

The only reasons I can think of for that would be:
1) No sound card/sound device
2) Invalid screen resolution
3) A permission problem in Win 10
4) Win 10 can't run War IV for some reason (32 bit in 64 bit O/S).

Pretty sure it's not #2 since you manually set that and the game would try and create it anyway.

I have a Win 10 laptop at work. I'll try and put War IV on a USB drive and take it in on the weekend and
try to run it from the USB drive. That will at least let me see if it runs on the laptop without needing
anything.

KGB
============================================================================

Re: Warlords 4 on windows 10
Posted by vmxa - 07 Nov 2019 23:21

_____________________________________
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I cannot say, if my install means anything. I just installed on win10, no issues.

Well the autoinstaller did not work, so I ran setup from the CD. Then coped the D2D2 fix. It then ran it
fine.

I have fixed the register to use 1600, not tried that yet as I am gong to dinner.

Anyway glad the site was saved and is still around. Good luck with your install.

Edit: I forgot to mention I copied the 105 fix, skipping the others.
============================================================================
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